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Abstract. Social media platforms like Twitter have become extremely
popular for exchanging information and opinions. The opinions expressed
through Twitter can be exploited by news media sources to obtain user
reactions centered around different news articles. A comprehensive sum-
mary of the user reactions with respect to a news article can be crucial
due to various reasons like: i) obtaining insights about the diverse opin-
ions of the readers with respect to the news and ii) understanding the
key aspects that draw the interest of the readers. However extracting the
relevant opinions from tweets is a challenging task due to the enormous
volume of contents generated and difference in vocabulary of social media
contents from the published article. Existing supervised learning based
techniques yield poor accuracy due to unavailability of sufficient train-
ing data and large heterogeneity in the features of various news articles,
while the unsupervised techniques fail to handle the noise and diversity
of the tweets.
In this paper, we propose a network community based unsupervised ap-
proach that effectively handles the problem of noise and diversity in tweet
feeds to capture the relevant and the diverse opinions with respect to a
news article. Using a combined metric that considers both relevance and
diversity, we show that our proposed approach produces 16 − 25% im-
provement over existing schemes. Results based on human annotations
also validate the effectiveness of the extracted summary tweets with re-
spect to specific news articles.

Keywords: Tweet Summarization, Summarization, Twitter, News Articles, Rel-
evance, Diversity

1 Introduction

The popularity of Twitter as a news media platform encourages a large fraction
of the news readers to post tweets on news articles so that the same can be
widely discussed by a large user base [1]. A comprehensive summary of the
users’ opinions extracted from these tweets would help the readers to obtain
an insight of the larger debate centered around a news published in the article



and at the same time it would also help the news agencies to understand the
key aspects that are likely to draw the interest of the readers. However, the
summary must be relevant to the news article and at the same time it should
represent a holistic view (diverse in nature) of the users’ opinions. Ensuring above
phenomenon in summary is a fundamentally challenging job. These challenges
need to be collectively addressed, otherwise, would yield poor accuracy due to
propagation of errors occurring at each step of the process.

Extracting relevant tweets based on keyword similarity is not effective be-
cause of the large difference in vocabularies of the news articles and the corre-
sponding tweets [2]. There are few supervised learning approaches that mainly
dealt with the problem of extracting relevant tweets for specific news articles.
Like recent works in [2–4] have proposed mechanisms for mapping tweets to ar-
ticles using supervised learning approaches based on language as well as topic
models. Further, certain tweet specific features like presence of hashtags and
user mentions, language independent features like non-lexical markers as well as
lexical features like presence of question words and sentiment words have also
been used in classification. However, the major drawback of such supervised clas-
sification approaches is the requirement of large manually annotated dataset to
train the classifiers. Moreover, annotation is also error-prone as inconsistencies
may arise depending upon the perception and knowledge of the annotators.

On the other hand, unsupervised summarization techniques like LexRank [5]
and Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [6] that are based on keyword frequency
works well for multi-document summarization but are inefficient for summarizing
opinion tweets with respect to specific news articles. This is primarily because,
in contrast to text documents, tweets are inherently noisy with low word count
and high variance in word frequencies. Further they also feature high redundancy
(high number of similar tweets) as well as large diversity in the vocabulary. These
existing techniques are not suitable to handle these features and hence fail to
capture the diverse opinions in the tweet summary. Hence to produce an effective
tweet summary, techniques must be developed for extracting tweets with respect
to news articles that satisfy the following objectives:

1. Relevance: The tweets generated in the summary must reflect relevant opin-
ions or feelings of the readers with respect to the news article. They should
not be mere facts or quotes from the news article. Metric related to relevance
is introduced shortly.

2. Diversity: The tweets generated should capture the diverse opinions of the
readers and should not be similar in nature. Metric related to diversity is
introduced shortly.

In this paper we propose an unsupervised approach for summarizing diverse
opinion tweets related to specific news articles that satisfy both the above stated
criteria. To handle word diversity and vocabulary gap of the tweets (with respect
to the news article), the relevant tweets are captured by considering both the
keyword similarity with respect to the news article as well as contextual simi-
larity captured by features like presence of relevant co-occurring hashtags. Sub-
sequently, a weighted tweet network is formed by linking relevant tweets based



on their relative keyword similarity as well as relevance of those words with the
published article. Finally, to capture the diverse opinions, we group tweets by
applying a community identification algorithm on the weighted tweet network.
Communities and the representative tweets from those communities are selected
for summary based on certain relevance and diversity metrics. Validation on
empirical data set of around 800 articles shows that tweets extracted using our
proposed approach are not only relevant with respect to the news article but
maintains high diversity as compared to tweets extracted by using existing ap-
proaches like LexRank and LSA.

The organization of the paper is as follows: We discuss the related works in
section 2. In section 3, we present a formal definition of the problem, a brief de-
scription of certain preliminary approaches that we use along with an overview
of the dataset that we use for our experiments. In section 4, we detail our pro-
posed approach. We discuss the experiments and observations in section 5 and
finally conclude our study in section 6.

2 Related Works

There is a plethora of available research related to the various aspects of our
proposed work like i) extracting relevant posts ii) summarization and iii) opinion
mining. A few of these works are highlighted next.
Extracting Relevant Posts: Although features like word similarity [7, 8] can
extract blogs relevant to news articles, it fails in micro-blogs like Twitter due to
the vocabulary difference between tweets and the original news article [2].

Krestel et al. [4] extracted relevant and diverse tweets corresponding to news
articles by applying language modeling, topic modeling and logistic regression
on a set of tweets with either specific seed hashtags like obama, snowden, merkel
or hashtags co-occurring with these hashtags. However, our experiments indicate
that topic models or language models fail to derive relevant information when
each tweet is treated as a document. Certain works attempt to extract relevant
tweets through a search process starting from the tweets containing the URL
of the article [9] or the hashtags specific to the news [10] but these systems fail
to capture many tweets that are relevant to the news article. In [11] Cao et
al. generated relevant comments for Chinese news by mining micro-blog posts.
However, the authors did not consider diversity of the comments while selecting
them.

Unsupervised topic modeling techniques like Latent Dirichlet Allocation [12]
fail to extract topics from tweets due to inherent noise present in tweets [13].
Mehrotra et al. [14] pools all tweets of a hashtag in a document which improves
the performance over the existing topic modeling techniques in Twitter. Tweet-
Motif [15] follows an unsupervised approach to cluster messages by considering
hashtags as an approximate indicator of tweet topics. However, our observations
indicate that neither keywords (as used in topic model based techniques) nor
hashtags can independently represent a news item uniquely. Tweets related to a
specific news article may include several hashtags of different news events and



several news articles covering different news may be mapped to same hashtag
set. Thus, extraction of specific and appropriate hashtag set for a particular
news article requires both content similarity with the specific news article and
contextual similarity with the news tweets( i.e. mostly quotes from the news
article.)

Summarization: Public opinion to a news article covers multiple facets; thus
the extracted relevant comment tweets should be summarized in a way to provide
a holistic view of the opinions.

Document summarization techniques like LexRank and LSA have also been
applied for summarizing tweets. In LexRank, sentences are linked based on their
keyword similarities, thus forming a weighted network. Subsequently, a sentence
is selected into the summary based on the importance of it’s constituent key-
words and it’s connections to other important sentences. However, this algorithm
fails in summarizing opinion tweets that are highly redundant and have large
diversity in the vocabulary. LSA uses singular value decomposition on the term
sentence matrix to derive a set of concepts and further select representative sen-
tences from different concepts to maintain diversity in the summary. However,
the major problem in applying LSA for summarizing news-specific tweets is the
large variance in the frequency of the terms in the term-sentence matrix.

For multi-tweet summarization, researchers have proposed using both con-
textual features of the tweets as well as social influence of the users to extract
predetermined length summary tweets of certain events [16, 17]. Entity based
summarization [18] algorithms use affinity propagation algorithm to group rel-
evant hashtags into coherent topics and further summarize tweets from these
groups into most relevant, insightful and diverse opinions of an entity. However,
unlike the single dimensional search space of an entity the search space of news
specific tweets is inherently multi-dimensional that is difficult to explore.

Opinion Mining: Opinion mining is a process of extracting and summarizing
important opinions about a particular product or entity [19]. Previous works
accurately identify the semantic orientations [20], syntactic relations [21] and
sentiments [22–24] between opinion words and target to provide a holistic view of
the existent expressions. Recent studies have also been made to extract relevant
comment tweets (expressing opinions on news articles) specific to an article using
supervised learning approaches [3]. However, creating such a universal dataset
for all kind of news articles is difficult. Further, a common set of features might
not be able to model the variance in characteristics of the comment tweets which
differs across the entities involved and the region.

We next provide a formal definition of the problem and outline our approach
with respect to the drawbacks in existing mechanisms.

3 Problem Definition and Preliminaries

In this section, we initially present a formal description of the problem. Subse-
quently, we provide a brief overview of the proposed approach to address the
problem.



3.1 Problem Definition

Given a news article N , let T = {t1, t2, · · · } be the set of opinion tweets relevant
to N . The objective is to select at most n tweets in our final summary (On) in
such a way that it maximizes both the pairwise diversity of the tweets selected
and relevance of the selected tweets with the news article. Further, we can impose
additional constraints on the minimum value of the total relevance score (say
Rmin) of the selected tweets in On. We can thus formally define the problem as:

f = arg max(αDiv(O) +

(1− α)Sim(O, T −O)) O ⊆ T , α ∈ [0, 1] (1)

subject to Rel(N , O) ≥ Rmin

||O|| ≤ n,

where Div(O) is a function representing the pairwise diversity of the tweets in
subset O and Sim(O, T −O)) represents the similarity score of the tweets in O
with respect to the tweets not selected in O (i.e. T − O). The similarity func-
tion ensures that the representative tweets in the summary captures the holistic
opinions expressed through the tweets. The objective is to select a subset O such
that f is maximized subject to the relevance of selected tweets with news article
(represented as Rel(N , O)) and size constraints. On is that subset O for which f
is maximized. Since the problem defined is a 0-1 Integer Programming Problem
which is known to be NP-complete [25], existing methods of summarization are
mainly approximation to the optimality problem. However, the major challenge
for any summarization technique is to handle the redundancy of the tweets. The
large diversity of the tweet vocabulary as well as the noise further adds to the
complexity in tweet summarization.

3.2 Outline of the Proposed Approach

We address these issues in the proposed approach by initially finding the set of
relevant opinion tweets for a news article based on their keyword similarity as well
as their contextual similarity. Subsequently, we create a weighted network of the
relevant tweets, where the weight is determined based on the keyword similarity
in tweets and relevance of those overlapping keywords with the news article.
The tweet network is analyzed further to identify the different closely connected
tweets (communities), while each community represents a set of similar opinions.
We then sample representative tweets from each of these communities using
a maximum marginal relevance measure that satisfy the relevance constraint
and also ensures relative diversity among the selected tweets, thus satisfying
equation 1. The steps of our proposed approach are highlighted in figure 1.
Steps are described in more detail in section 4, where we describe our proposed
approach.

3.3 Dataset

The dataset consists of both news articles as well as tweet sets.



News Article Dataset: We have considered only major (front page) political
news from New York Post .We have crawled 800 articles for 2 months duration
starting from 1st July, 2016 to 31st August, 2016.
Twitter Dataset: Twitter allows free access to approximately 1% random
tweets using the Streaming API. We have used this API to crawl the tweets
for 2 months duration starting from 1st July, 2016 to 31st August, 2016. We
collected around 2.1 billion tweets with 77 million hashtags and 36 million unique
users.

3.4 Preprocessing

We next highlight the major steps of preprocessing followed for both the articles
as well as the tweets.

Preprocessing of Articles We initially extract the nouns and verbs (that are
important to differentiate articles with similar entities) from the headline and
the body of every article, using the POS tagger of the NLTK toolkit. These key-
words are further ranked by their tf-idf score computed based on the documents
published in the same day. We then select the top 10 keywords of every article
as its representative keywords [26].

Preprocessing of Tweets The raw tweets collected are inherently noisy and
hence needs to be cleaned for further analysis. We briefly outline the prepro-
cessing steps that we perform on the tweets and then describe the extraction of
related tweets of an article.
Types of Tweet: Based on the nature of tweet contents with respect to a
specific news article, we categorize tweets into 3 different types. We provide one
example of each type using tweets related to the news article entitled Newly
released Clinton emails show favors for foundation donors published in New
York Post on 22nd August, 2016.

Definition 1. News Tweet is a tweet with no sentiment polarity that states
a fact specific to the news article or to a related news. Most often these are
direct quotes, for example, the tweet, new emails show Clinton foundation sought
access to state department on donors behalf is a news tweet based on the above
mentioned article.

Definition 2. Opinion Tweet is a tweet that represents an opinion regarding a
news article and has some associated sentiment polarity. For example, the tweet
Hillary Clinton is guilty of sin, is a traitor to our country, and is unfit to be
president indicates a negative sentiment related to the same article.

Definition 3. Irrelevant Tweet is a tweet that does not provide any relevant
information with respect to the news article. For example, the tweet rt twitter
users call out pbs for using stock footage of dc fireworks show is not related to
this article.

As the definition of the different types of tweets suggest, each type of tweet
highlights different kind of information in relation to an article. We are only in-
terested in the opinion tweets with respect to a news article because it captures



the reaction of readers. We identify an opinion tweet by it’s sentiment score that
we calculate using Vader Sentiment Analyzer[27]. The steps of further prepro-
cessing used to filter out the opinion tweets with respect to a news article is
described next.

1. Keyword Extraction We remove the duplicate tweets and subsequently re-
move user mentions, retweet tags and URLs as well as the stop words from
the tweet text. From the remaining words, we extract nouns and verbs using
a POS tagger that forms the representative keywords of the tweet.

2. Seed Tweet Set Creation We create an initial seed tweet set of an article
that includes tweets having maximum keyword overlap with the article’s
representative keywords. The seed tweets are used to extract a set of most
frequent hashtags(seed hashtags) that are present in the seed tweets set and
the co-occurring hashtags, that appear in more than a threshold percentage
of tweets of any seed hashtag. The collective set of seed as well as co-occurring
hashtags is termed as a related hashtag set of the article.

3. Extended Tweet Set We extend the seed tweet set by including relevant opin-
ion tweets that have at least one of the related hashtags or one level of indi-
rection in word overlap. Due to short length of tweets and vocabulary gap,
we might not find direct word overlap of tweets with news article. However,
with high probability we can find word overlap of such tweets with other
tweets which does have direct word overlap with news. This step helps us to
extend our relevant tweet set as well as to get rid off irrelevant tweets.

We next discuss our proposed approach that is applied on the filtered tweets.

Representative Keywords 

Selection from News Articles

Preliminary Tweet 

Selection

Seed Tweets 

Selection

Filter Comment Tweets Selection of all Tweets
Finding Seed and 

Co-occuring Hashtags

Tweet Network Formation
Identification of 

Tweet Communities

Select Representative

Tweets from 

Relevant Communities

Initial Seed Tweet Selection

Extending Seed Tweet Set

Weighted Network Formation

Final Summary

FF

Fig. 1. Block Diagram Representing the Proposed Approach

4 Proposed Approach
In this section, we detail our methodology to extract relevant and diverse opinion
tweets specific to the targeted article. We first describe the steps for creating a
tweet network from the extended opinion tweet set and identifying the different
communities in the network. Subsequently, we highlight the method of selecting
the summary of opinion tweets from these communities.



4.1 Tweet Network Formation and Community Identification

We consider extended tweet pool for forming network and community analysis.

Tweet Network Formation: To form the tweet network, we consider every
tweet as a node. Two nodes are connected by an edge if the edge weight be-
tween them exceeds a predefined threshold. Edge weight is computed based on
a parameter that we term as significance score. Significance score of a keyword
represents the importance (based on tf-idf) of a keyword with respect to the
news article. If any keyword, say w, belongs to the representative keywords of
the article then its significance score is the relative importance of w with respect
to the least important keywords in representative keyword set, otherwise it is 1.

S(w) =
tf-idf(w)

min(tf-idf(u) : ∀u ∈ K)
if w ∈ K

= 1 otherwise (2)

The weight Wij of the edge connecting nodes i and j is calculated as the sum of
the significance score of intersecting keywords of the two tweet nodes, normalized
by the total significance score of all the unique keywords. Thus if Ki and Kj

represent the keywords in nodes i and j respectively, then

Wij =

∑
k S(k)∑
l S(l)

k ∈ Ki ∩Kj , l ∈ Ki ∪Kj (3)

The edge weight between two tweet nodes will be high if they have significant
keyword overlap; however if the non-overlapping keywords have high significance
score (implying tweets carry different opinions and should be part of different
communities), then the edge weights will be significantly lower.

Extracting Tweet Communities: The communities in a weighted network
are identified by logically partitioning the network into groups of nodes where
the nodes within a partition are highly interconnected as compared to inter-
connections across the partitions. The quality of partitioning is measured by a
term called modularity that compares the actual weight of the edge between two
nodes within a community to the possible weight in a scenario if the connections
between them were purely random.

By identifying the communities in the network, the group of tweets repre-
senting a similar class of opinions are identified, whereas each group represents
a different opinion class. We show later in section 5, partitioning of tweets into
communities tends to make the frequency of keywords uniform with less diver-
sity. This eases the process of selecting representative tweets from the community
for summarization. We next discuss the steps taken to extract the final set of
representative summary tweets.

4.2 Extracting Final Summary of Relevant and Diverse Tweets

We describe the steps followed to extract the final summary of relevant and
diverse tweets based on the identified communities in the tweet network.



Ranking Communities Based on Relevance: For each community detected
using the Louvain algorithm, we initially compute a community relevance score
(CommRel) based on the cosine similarity of the top ten keywords of a commu-
nity (the highest frequency keywords in all tweets of the community) and that
of the top ten keywords of the seed tweets. We consider a community as relevant
to the news article if the CommRel value is above a predefined threshold. The
irrelevant communities are discarded and not used for further consideration.

Selecting a Diverse Tweet Set from Relevant Communities: After fil-
tering out the irrelevant communities, we select a diverse set of tweets from
relevant communities.The final summary tweets are selected from each relevant
community Cj such that maximum marginal relevance [28] is achieved. Maximum
marginal relevance ensures selection of such tweets which are highly relevant with
seed tweet set, however, having minimum similarity with already selected tweet
set.

MMRS = maxTi∈Cj [βSim(Ktweet,Kseed)− (1− β)Sim(Ktweet,Kselected)](4)

where, 0 < β < 1, Ti are the tweets of the relevant community Cj and Sim(Ka,Kb)
denotes the similarity of two keyword sets Ka and Kb. Finally, we merge the sum-
maries from all the communities to get the aggregated summary. We next high-
light the evaluation technique to observe the efficiency of the proposed method
and the observed experimental results.

5 Results and Discussion

In this section, we initially describe the performance metrics and the existing
summarization approaches and then compare the performance of the proposed
approach with the existing summarization algorithms like LSA and LexRank.
Further, we also perform a manual annotation of the extracted tweets to validate
the accuracy of the proposed relevance measure. Finally, the specificity of the
extracted tweets with respect to the news article is observed using a case study.

5.1 Performance Metrics

We use four different performance metrics to evaluate the quality of the summary
(tweet sets).

Mean Relevance Score: The relevance score of a tweet with respect to an
article is defined by the cosine similarity of the tweet keywords with the repre-
sentative set of words of the news article. If ai and bi denotes the frequency of
ith term in two documents a and b respectively, then the cosine similarity Sab of
the two documents will be represented as

Sab =

∑
i aibi√∑

j a
2
j

√∑
j b

2
j

(5)

A value near to 1 indicates high similarity between a and b. If T represents
a tweet set and Sid denotes the relevance score (cosine similarity) of the ith



tweet and the news article d then the mean relevance score, R̄T , is given as

R̄T =
∑k

i=1 Sid

k , where k denotes the total number of tweets in T .

Mean Diversity Score: We calculate diversity score of tweets based on two
different similarity measures.

1. Cosine Similarity : If Sij denotes the cosine similarity (as mentioned in
equation 5) of the ith and jth tweets in T , then the mean diversity score,

DT , of the set T is given as DT =
∑

i,j(1−Sij)

m , where m denotes the total
number of tweet pairs in T .

2. Jensen Shannon Divergence : Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence [29] provides
a measure of similarity between two probability distributions. It’s based on
Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence. For two discrete probability distributions
P and Q of the keywords in two tweets, the JS divergence of P and Q is
given as

JSD(P ||Q) =
1

2
DKL(P ||M) +

1

2
DKL(Q||M), (6)

where M = 1
2 (P +Q) and DKL(P ||Q) is the KL divergence from Q to P is

defined as

DKL(P ||Q) =
∑
i

P (i)log
P (i)

Q(i)
, (7)

and represents the information gain achieved in using P instead of Q. If Jij
denotes the Jensen Shannon divergence of the ith and jth tweets in T , then

the mean diversity score, DT , of the set T is given as DT =
∑

i,j(Jij)

m , where
m denotes the total number of tweet pairs in T . Both the divergence scores
vary between 0 (lowest diversity) and 1 (highest diversity).

As tweets are highly redundant and often contains duplicate information, sum-
mary tweets of a news article must ensure both relevance (i.e., coherence to
the main article) as well as diversity (i.e., different from each other). Thus, we
devised the following metrics to measure the quality of summary of any article.

1. Coverage : Coverage, CT , of the tweet set T with respect to a news article by
a weighted sum of it’s mean relevance score (R̄T ) and mean diversity score,
DT , i.e., CT = αRT + (1 − α)DT , where 0 < α < 1. We select α as 0.5 to
give equal importance to both relevance and diversity.
Though high coverage indicates a good quality summary, however, which
factor (relevance or divergence) is contributing how much is not clear from
coverage.

2. Diversity-Relevance Balance Factor : It is to understand how balanced rele-

vance and divergence are and computed as ST = min(RT ,DT )
max(RT ,DT ) . A higher score

ensures uniformity in both mean relevance score and mean diversity score
which is the objective of summarization.



Comparison with Existing Techniques We compare our proposed method
with the existing techniques of summarization. Each of these approaches are
described as follows:

1. LexRank: LexRank is one of the most popular document summarization
algorithms that selects representative sentences from a document by their
page rank values. We apply LexRank to summarize the extracted opinion
tweets of a news article.

2. LSA: Latent Semantic Allocation produces the underlying concepts from
documents by analyzing the existent term relationship in that document
and further select sentences from each concept thus representing the whole
document. We apply LSA on the extracted opinion tweets of a news article
to give a summary of the major opinions of the article.

5.2 Results

In this section, we compare the performance of the proposed approach with all
existing methods described above.

Comparing Performance Metrics Initially, for every article, we compute
the mean relevance score, mean diversity score, diversity-relevance balance fac-
tor and the coverage of the summary tweets extracted using the proposed ap-
proach and the existing methods. We then calculate the minimum, first quartile,
average, third quartile and maximum of both the coverage score and diversity-
relevance balance factor score of all these articles to compare the results of
different algorithms.
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Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) shows Diversity-Relevance Balance Factor and Fig. 2(b) shows cover-
age score.

Fig. 2 highlights the performance of the proposed and existing approaches in
terms of the different metrics and summarization techniques. Fig.2(a) and 2(b)
shows the performance when Jensen-Shannon diversity score (first three) and
cosine diversity score (last three) is used for summarization. Results shown in
Fig. 2(a) indicate that the Proposed approach ensures better balance factor
compared to existing methodologies. While Fig.( 2(b) ensures that the proposed
method also maintains better coverage score. The final coverage score of the



proposed approach shows improvement up to 25% and 16% with respect to
LexRank and LSA respectively.

Y
Relevant Irrelevant

X
Relevant 0.798 0.028
Irrelevant 0.09 0.082
Summary Match = 89% Mismatch = 11%

Table 1. Fraction of articles for which final extracted tweet sets are marked as relevant
or irrelevant based on manual annotation as well as mean relevance score. X=Manual
Annotation Based and Y= Mean Relevance Score Based
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Fig. 3. Comparing the normalized word frequency (Y axis) of all the words (X axis) in
relevant tweets with respect to six articles and the corresponding communities. Number
of articles considered is 200.

Comparison using manual annotation To evaluate the accuracy of the pro-
posed relevance measure, we also verified the relevance of the final extracted
tweets manually. To validate our results, we generated the final extracted tweets
of a random 200 news articles. We provided the set of final tweets and the corre-
sponding articles to the three manual annotators (who does not have knowledge
about the details of our algorithm). Each of them annotated all the articles.
An annotator marked the tweet relevant or irrelevant based on his knowledge
of the article. We strongly encouraged them to try their best to understand
the comment before labeling (as tweets are sometimes confusing with informal
expressions and sarcasms). To compute inter-annotator agreement, we took the
majority of the three for the set of tweets for an article. The final extracted tweet
set was classified as relevant to the news article, if a threshold percentage (90%)
of its total tweet set was marked as relevant by the majority of the manual an-
notator. For comparison, we also classify the final extracted tweet set as relevant
based on the mean relevance score, if the value is greater than threshold (0.26).
We summarize in table 1, the fraction of articles for which the final extracted
tweets are classified as relevant or irrelevant using both the techniques. We had
repeated the same experiment thrice for different random set of 200 news arti-
cles. It can be observed that for 89% of the total articles, the classification made
using both the approaches match, thus highlighting the accuracy of the proposed
relevance measure.



Effectiveness of communities If we rank words in selected relevant tweet set
in terms of importance computed based on word frequency (normalized respect
to the highest frequency), then we find very small number of words are very im-
portant. These words may be related to main theme, however, a summarization
based on this importance would lose diversity. However, when we group similar
tweets using community analysis and do the same experiment (normalized fre-
quency separately in each community) there would be important keywords in
every community and this would help to select a diverse set of tweets in final
summary. Effects of normalization is shown in Fig. 5.2.

Specificity of the Tweets to news article To establish that proposed ap-
proach is capable of extracting tweets specific to news article we do the following
case study. We considered four related articles published in the same day. We
show that tweets extracted using the proposed approach are relevant to the cor-
responding article while it is irrelevant when compared with other articles. In
Table 2 we show the mean relevance score of extracted tweets of different news
articles related to the same news event, Dallas Shooting. As can be observed,
the mean relevance scores at the diagonals are much higher than the rest of
the values indicating high specificity of the extracted tweets with respect to the
corresponding news article.

hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhArticle Titles

Extracted Tweet Set for Articles
1 2 3 4

1. Dallas cop killed in attack survived three tours in Iraq 0.28 0.04 0.1 0.1

2. Trump, Clinton postpone campaign events after Dallas attacks 0 0.28 0 0

3. Dallas PD first to use a robot to kill suspect 0.175 0.04 0.43 0.09

4. Arsenal found in Dallas sniper’s suburban home 0.04 0.04 0.2 0.608

Table 2. Mean relevance score of extracted tweet set against different articles related
to Dallas Shooting. A value in cell ij indicates the mean relevance score of article
number i with the tweets extracted for article number j

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed an unsupervised approach to summarize users’
opinion on a specific news article. Proposed mechanism also ensures presence of
diverse and relevant views in final summary. It can effectively handle the issues
like large vocabulary gap and diversity of the tweets with respect to specific news
articles while existing summarization techniques like LexRank and LSA fail to
do so. We have introduced coverage and balance factor as metrics that capture
both the relevance and diversity of the summary tweet sets with respect to an
article. The summary tweets extracted using our proposed approach have very
high coverage as compared to existing summarization approaches. Result shows
that our proposed approach produces 16% - 25% improvement over existing



schemes. Further it is also observed that even in the presence of several related
news articles and their corresponding tweets, our approach can easily identify
the tweets that are relevant and specific to the targeted news article. Although
the proposed method has been verified on political news stories, however, it
can also be used for extracting summary tweets for other news categories as
well. The accuracy of the proposed method can possibly be improved further
by exploring techniques that establishes the contextual relationship among the
keywords extracted from the articles and tweets.
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